
Step 4: Scoring it 

Name Disc 
SELF-ASSESSMENT 

Name:  _________________________________ 
 
   Class Period  _________ 

I can: 
 A. remember and follow simple instructions. 
 B. work my piece of plastic clay into a ball. 
 C. roll out my ball of clay into a 1/4“ thick disk with a rolling pin and guide sticks on the canvas 
  tables. 
 D. pierce a round smooth hole through my disk with clean precise edges. 
 E. allow my disk to dry at least 5 minutes on each side so it is leather firm. 
 F. brush on red slip, smooth and even.  Allow the red slip to dry  to a matte surface. 
 G. clearly and legibly, write my first and last name, and hour on my disk lightly enough that it just 
  etches through red slip exposing the grey underneath. 
 H. turn my disk in at the appropriate place to be graded. 

Objectives 
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 Score 
   A. Attentively watch and participate in the demonstration.  Ask questions so you are 
    comfortable that you understand the assignment and what you will be doing. 

Step 1: Getting It 

 Score 

   A. I know what plastic and leather firm clays is are and can easily describe and identify 

    each. 

   D. I rolled my clay into a ball and rolled it out in to a 1/4” thick disk with the rolling pin and 

    guide sticks. 

   E. I pierced a round, hole in my disk and smoothed all edges. 

   F. I allowed my disk to become leather firm before continuing to the next step. 

   G. I smoothly brushed on red slip on an area large enough for my name and hour and 

    allowed the it to dry to a matte surface before writing my name in it. 

   J. I legibly etched my full name and period in the red slip just deep enough to expose the 

    lighter clay underneath. 

   K. I turned my disk in at the correct place. 

   L. I listened to and followed all instructions given by Mr. 

Step 2: Making It 

Score 
  A. I returned all tools I used to their proper place or directly gave them to someone else to 
use. 

Step 3: Cleaning it 
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I understood all objectives/expectations for this project.  Circle one. Yes 
   No 

 Use this sheet to score yourself on your Name Disk  Read through sections 
1,2 and 3 and fill in the circled number to the right of the description that best de-
scribes how well you accomplished each task.  Add up all your points and write the 
total in the box.  


